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(Singularity Now! is a nonfiction news mash-up covering advances in artificial intelligence and other

high technologies building to the singularity. This edition summarizes more than 250 articles [300+

citations]).Developments in high technology are advancing at a blistering rate that far outpaces

anybodyâ€™s ability to fully assimilate it all into a comprehensive picture. Such a picture is not what

you will find in these pages. Instead, this book series compiles summaries of news articles, columns

and blogs on the technologies that will ultimately birth the technological singularity: supercomputers,

artificial intelligence (AI) and autonomous machines; and, perhaps to a lesser extent, augmented

and virtual reality. The methodology of article selection and compilation is not scientific, and the

sample size is not statistically significant. Nonetheless, almost daily throughout the month, top AI

and high-tech stories are selected, condensed and encapsulated for clarity and brevity. The result is

a running log of nugget paragraph entries that reflect the gist of the biggest AI stories to hit the net

in the last month. The intent of this book series is not to present the current state of the technology

in the public sphere, but to highlight the public discussion centered on it, to present a sampler platter

of the innovations being unveiled daily, and to reveal the full extent to which these technologies are

already entrenched in the gears of our civilization. This monthâ€™s edition stands out in that there

were more news articles on technologies that can contribute to the emergent totalitarian control grid.

Sex robots are in the headlines almost daily, as it appears there is a push to normalize them. Gene

editing software was successfully tested on pigs, ants and human embryos. This bodes well for

those advocating designer babies, closet fans of eugenics, and military entities interested in creating

superhumans. Meanwhile, advances in AI and computing reveal systems that are sold to make life

easy but also could double as infrastructure for a surveillance state. Nonetheless, the media mostly

pitches high technology developments as steps towards making life more manageable, comfortable

and entertaining â€“ and decidedly less laborious.That said, headlines reveal we continue to hurdle

towards general intelligence AI, with mixed opinions, high anticipation and grave warnings of what

will happen afterwards. This accomplishment, the final harbinger of the technological singularity, will

be preceded by two milestones. First, the automated totalitarian control gird, now emergent, will be

established. This will be complete when a sizeable stratum of the upper-middle and upper class --

meaning the MBA class, its immediate subordinates and its fellow travelers -- has almost every

waking experience automatically dictated by high technology. The illusion of choice, however, will

likely remain. The automated control grid will be fully mature when society is cashless. This

milestone is almost within reach. Second, a sect of proto-transhumanists, first generation

quasi-cyborgs and their supporters, from the breakaway civilization that is the beneficiary of the total



control grid, will assume positions of covert influence, power and control. They will have the

resources and manpower to make those final crucial discoveries that will foment a the final required

crescendo of innovation.And so, regardless of your station or belief system, it is now crucial to track

the course of the advance of AI, which has emerged as a lucrative market sect and a veritable

virtual commodity. In the least, thanks to AI, humanity is in the midst of a paradigm shift that will

perhaps radically alter the course of civilization and perhaps the evolution of the species. What

happens after the resulting technological singularity, after the race is complete, simply cannot be

predicted or forecast. ...
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